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F EE L IN G S  A B O U T  W O R D S

Some words clink
As ice in drink.
Some move with grace
A dance, a lace.
Some sound thin:
Wail, scream and pin.
Some words are squat:
A mug, a pot,
And some are plump,
Fat, round and dump.
Some words are light:
Drift, lift and bright.
A few are small: 
A, is and all.
And some are thick,
Glue, paste and brick.
Some words are sad:
‘’I never had . . .’’
And others gay:
Joy, spin and play.
Some words are sick:
Stab, scratch and nick.

Some words are hot:
F ire, f lame and shot.
Some words are sharp,
Sword, point and carp.
And some alert:
Glint, glance and f lirt.
Some words are lazy:
Saunter, hazy.
And some words preen.
Pride, pomp and queen.
Some words are quick,
A jerk, a f lick.
Some words are slow:
Lag, stop and grow.
While others poke
As ox with yoke.
Some words can f ly-
There’s wind, there’s high;
And some words cry:
‘’Goodbye…’’
‘’Goodbye…’’
       
 

Mary O’Neill 
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UNIT 1

abandon
absolutely
accent
accumulate
acquire
adherent
adult
affiliate
aircraft
aloof
amicable
anniversary
apathy
approach
army
assassinate
attachment
autonomous
aware
bar
beast
beseech
blame
bold
breezy
bulk
capable
carve
celebrity
charge
circumstance
client
coerce
colloquial
commonplace
competence
comprehension
conciliate
confess
connect
considerate

constructive
contradict
corroborate
craft
crude
curve
debt
decrease
deficiency
delineate
depend
description
destroy
development
differ
disappear
discrepancy
dismiss
disreputable
distort
domain
dull
eclectic
elevate
embolden
enable
engage
ensure
environment
erase
estrange
evasive
examine
excuse
expand
expose
extremist
fake
fault
fierce
flaw

forceful
fortress
frequently
futile
generously
gloomy
grave
guarantee
hardly
heavily
hill
hospitality
humour
illegible
impair
impose
inability
inconceivable
independent
inept
influential
inhibit
insane
insulation
interact
intertwine
intuitive
involve
jealous
labour
lead
legislator
lineage
lonesome
mainly
manipulate
match
medium
messy
miscellaneous
mobility

moody
mutiny
naval
nomination
nutrition
obsolete
offence
opponent
origin
outlive
overpower
paramount
patience
peril
persist
pile
plentiful
population
powerful
predicament
preside
primitive
productive
prolific
propose
publish
qualification
rage
reaction
recite
redundant
register
relevant
remote
repression
residence
restrain
reveal
rhyme
root
rush

satisfaction
schedule
seek
serve
sharply
simply
slender
solemn
sparse
spoil
standstill
steel
straightforward
stumble
substantive
suit
surge
suspend
sword
tax
tenure
thrilling
touchstone
translate
trial
typically
undertake
universally
urgent
valuable
vendor
veteran
visible
warn
wide
wonderful
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PART I
Fill in the blank in each sentence with an appropriate word from the boxes below. Use a 
word only once  and make any changes if necessary – singular/ plural forms with nouns, 
correct tense and active / passive forms with verbs. There is one extra word in the boxes.

A

abandon

aircraft

manipulate

trial

suspend

offence

spoil

recite

labour

interact

expand

In Australia, drivers get fines for traffic __________ such as speeding or 
wrong parking, but they are disqualified from driving for at least two years if 
they drive under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

Nine people went on __________ yesterday on terrorism charges.

Some people in the USA argue that airline pilots should be armed in order to 
enhance passenger and personnel safety on __________.

Unlike other species of ducks, the male waterfowl does not completely 
__________ the female, leaving her only temporarily until the ducklings have 
hatched.

We were having a wonderful time in the small French seaside town of Saint 
Jean de Luz until my sister fell and sprained her ankle, which __________ the 
rest of our holiday.

Parents should help their children to avoid being __________ by advertisers 
and make sure that they consume what they need rather than what 
advertisements make them think they need.

You can immediately __________ with the writer by posting comments about 
what he has written.

Lufthansa pilots in Germany decided to __________ their strike for two 
weeks as they agreed to continue negotiations with the airline authorities.

The Internet is a wonderful tool to do research, collect information, and 
__________ your knowledge.

 In 2005, a 59-year-old Japanese named Akira Haraguchi managed to 
__________ the first 83,431 digits of the constant pi number (π), which is 
currently claimed to have about 2,6 trillion digits.
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Fill in the blank in each sentence with an appropriate word from the box below. Use a word 
only once and make any changes if necessary – singular/ plural forms with nouns, correct 
tense and active / passive forms with verbs. There is one extra word in the box.

B

absolutely       debt       hospitality       warn       jealous       typically       
deficiency       blame       undertake       naval       gloomy

1

5

3

7

9

2

6

4

8

10

You have to be __________ silent when you are watching the birds; otherwise, they will fly 
away. 

Careless campers were __________ for starting the forest fires. 

My new friend’s family showed me great ___________ and welcomed me kindly into their 
home. 

The doctor was very __________ about my father’s chances of recovering from his illness. 

Mert has become very __________ of his new baby sister because his parents spend so 
much time with her. 

There is a _________ of really good books in the field of translation. 

North Korea declared a __________ firing zone near its disputed sea border with South 
Korea, where firing exercises might be exercised. 

The Russian explorer Nicholas Roerich _________ an expedition to Central Asia and Tibet 
in 1925, and thus, became one of the first Westerners to venture so far into the Orient after 
Marco Polo. 

It may be impossible for individuals to avoid __________ when they unexpectedly lose their 
job or if they don’t have adequate health insurance to cover their medical expenses in 
case of a serious injury or illness. 

A group of peasant farmers in western Ghana, whose fields are located next to a military 
camp, have been __________ against the danger of stray bullets.
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Fill in the blank in each sentence with an appropriate word from the boxes below. Use a 
word only once and make any changes if necessary – singular/ plural forms with nouns, 
correct tense and active / passive forms with verbs. There is one extra word in the boxes.

C

affiliate residenceuniversally peril

prolific humourlegislator generously

excuse futile medium

1
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10

Employers should try to avoid lazy employees, who always make up __________ for their poor 
performance, and those who do not have any passion for their job but do it just to get paid.

Three state _________ have proposed stricter sentences for drug offenders.

A/an __________ of Toyota Motor Corp has created 400 jobs with a £32m investment in 
Rotherham, South Yorkshire, making various parts for cars, such as weather-shields.

The building, one of the district council’s oldest __________, has been sold to a construction 
company.

He was probably the most _________ song-writer of his generation.

Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen starts by saying: “It is a truth __________ acknowledged 
that a single man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife”.

Our local newspaper has organized a contest for the best snowstorm photo of the year, which 
will be judged on the basis of originality and ___________.

In general, a/an __________ is a material that is either itself undergoing a process used, or 
enabling another process of interest.

A great majority of the Greek population protested the government’s program of cuts aimed at 
lowering the country’s budget deficit, thinking that these measures were __________.

A long journey over rugged mountains and immeasurable plains lay before them, and they 
were all aware that it was full of __________.
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Fill in the blank in each sentence with an appropriate word from the box below. Use a word 
only once  and make any changes if necessary – singular/ plural forms with nouns, correct 
tense and active / passive forms with verbs. There is one extra word in the box.

D

autonomous       suit       predicament       vendor       overpower       nomination       
persist       grave       engage       evasive       obsolete

1

5
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7

9
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4

8

10

You should wear more black; it __________ you with your blonde hair. 

Parents should try to __________ their pre-school children in activities in which they can 
gain new skills; this will help promote their cognitive development. 

Ending his football career was a/an __________ decision for him to make as he was not sure 
how he would cope with a life away from public interest and with a drastically reduced pay 
packet. 

Among all the regions of France, Brittany is the one with the most pronounced individual 
culture as it was a/an __________ country until the 16th century.  

The man who apparently attempted to hijack the airplane was __________ by fellow 
passengers. 

By the standards of modern fishing boats, ours is an ancient relic, outdated and 
__________. 

People in East Sussex are being warned to look out for potentially dangerous toys being 
sold by street __________. 

Newton found that every object __________ in its state of rest, or uniform motion, unless it 
is compelled to change that state, by forces impressed on it. 

The Australian actor Heath Ledger had his breakthrough in 2005 with the film Brokeback 
Mountain, which gained him multiple awards from various film organisations, as well as an 
Oscar __________ for best actor. 

The customers are getting frustrated by the __________ responses that the store 
management gives to their complaints about the products.  
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Fill in the blank in each sentence with an appropriate word from the boxes below. Use a 
word only once and make any changes if necessary – singular/ plural forms with nouns, 
correct tense and active / passive forms with verbs. There is one extra word in the boxes.

E

intertwine

 messy

delineate

extremist

substantive

infancy

root

nutrition

touchstone

rage

accumulate
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According to some search results, a big number of illnesses have 
emotional problems at their __________, so people who want to lead a 
healthy life should certainly pay attention to their emotional well-being. 

Because of his poor __________, he has grown weaker and weaker, and 
this, I’m afraid, will definitely affect his immune system negatively, so he 
must immediately change his dietary habits.   

The film weaves a tale of four people whose lives are__________ by fate, 
romance and tragedy. 

According to some psychologists, a clean desk isn’t always the sign of a 
productive employee; on the contrary, a cluttered or __________ desk may 
be a sign of genius. 

Distorted facial expressions and threat of physical attack are the most 
remarkable signs of __________,
so when you interact with people often showing these signs, take them 
seriously and try not to provoke them.

I was expecting the lecturer to express his opinion on a more __________ 
topic such as human rights, but he only talked about some unusual 
traditions, which, I wouldn’t deny, were quite amusing, in his speech.  

Creativity, which is an indispensable feature of an artist, is also considered 
a major __________ of intelligence. 

The concept of liberty must certainly be __________, or defined in a lot of 
detail; otherwise, people may be confused and interpret it in the way they 
wish and disrupt social harmony. 

People are generally susceptible to the greatest health risks during 
___________ and early childhood.

__________ usually try to reach their goals in unusual ways which are 
considered too severe or violent by others.
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Match each word in the box below with its synonym in the second box. Write the letter of 
the synonym in the space next to the word. 

1

Match each word in the box below with its antonym in the second box.  Write the letter of 
the antonym in the space next to the word. 

2

PART II

abandon

acquire

assassinate

blame

client

commonplace

considerate

decrease

destroy

discrepancy

absolutely

accumulate

bold

confess

crude

differ

evasive

expand

fierce

futile

gain

thoughtful

stagger

decline

unbelievable

leave

excessive

conflict

mistake

descent

useful

nearby

competent

timid

improve

disperse

supporter

dull

somewhat

reduce

a

a

b

b

c

c

d

d

e

e

f

f

g

g

h

h

i

i

j

j

enable

examine

fault

inconceivable

lineage

moody

patience

preside

redundant

stumble

impair

inept

messy

obsolete

opponent

paramount

primitive

remote

solemn

thrilling

customer

murder

accuse

ruin

ordinary

officiate

check

facilitate

changeable

forbearance

conceal

secondary

processed

straightforward

informal

tidy

up-to-date

accord

civilized

gentle

k

k

l

l

m

m

n

n

o

o

p

p

r

r

s

s

t

t

u

u
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PART III
Fill in the blanks in the sentences below using the correct form of the words given in brackets. 
Make the necessary changes – adding, removing or changing prefixes / suffixes, using 
singular / plural forms, adjective / adverb forms, appropriate tenses, active / passive voice, etc.

1

5

10

3

7

12

2

6

11

4

9

8

13

Lack of oxygen at birth can cause mental __________. (impair)

Two health experts will travel around schools in İstanbul to raise __________ of hygiene. 
(aware)

__________ does not guarantee that you will be allocated concert tickets as there is limited 
capacity and the event may be oversubscribed. (register)

The military __________ of Ancient Rome, or its military preparedness, was always primarily 
based upon the maintenance of an active fighting force acting either at or beyond its military 
frontiers. (capable)

Even as a child, he was __________ and knew how to trick people. (manipulate)

I have a very strong background in photography; therefore, I am __________ at operating DV 
cameras. (competence)

I was upset by his __________ of the project as a waste of time. (dismiss)

This theory is no longer ___________ accepted by many people. (wide)

Atmospheric pressure varies with __________ and temperature. (elevate)

In most states in the USA, the persons who are authorized to __________ a marriage by the 
law of the State include all ministers, preachers, pastors, priests, the county mayor and the 
governor. (solemn)

China denied any __________ in the attack at Google hacking the Gmail accounts of human 
rights activists protesting the Chinese government’s restrictions on censorship. (involve)

Upon his death, his self- ___________ property will be divided equally among his wife, sons 
and daughters. (acquire)

When you apply for a job, some countries require original copies of transcripts and references 
to be __________ to your application. (attachment)
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14

18

23

16

20

25

15

19

24

17

22

21

There have been many disasters in the world in the past decade; floods have devastated 
areas in Brazil, Mexico, Peru and Bolivia, and earthquakes have caused great __________ in 
Haiti and Chile. (destroy)

The __________ of a vibration, measured in Hertz (Hz), is simply the number of to and fro 
movements made in each second. (frequently)

The Russians are known as __________ people and according to their old traditions, they 
welcome guests with the symbol of life-giving food, bread and salt. (hospitality)

Palau was part of the Trust Territory of Pacific Islands, administered by the United States, 
and gained __________ on October 1, 1994; thus, it is one of the world’s youngest states. 
(independent)

In the conduction of electricity from point to point, the conductor acts as a guide for the 
electric current and must be __________ at every point of contact. (insulation)

The Internet was __________ for Nobel Peace Prize 2010 by the Italian version of Wired 
magazine, which cited its use as a tool to advance “dialogue, debate and consensus through 
communication” and to promote democracy. (nomination)

The joke he made __________ some of the people in the audience, although it was an innocent 
one and he had no such intention. (offence)

Edsel Bryant Ford, the son of Henry Ford, served as the __________ of Ford Motor Company 
from 1919 until his death in 1943. (preside)

His __________ for a new marketing strategy was turned down by the board members, who 
did not approve of it. (propose)

Most children today are never __________ with what they have and are more upset about what 
they cannot get. (satisfaction)

Parents whose child has been given a __________ from school should go to the school for a 
meeting to discuss the child’s punishment and the reasons behind. (suspend)

Neptune is __________ to the naked eye because of its extreme distance from Earth, so you 
cannot see it unless you use a telescope. (visible)
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Choose the best alternative for each of the 
following sentences.

1. The true identity of the secretive
underground graffiti artist Banksy was finally
- - - - by a national paper after a decade-
long search.

A) accumulated
B) revealed
C) surged
D) piled
E) persisted

2. Pakistan has been accused of conducting
research with potential biological warfare
applications since the early 1990s, but no
evidence has yet been presented to - - - - 
these claims.

A) assassinate
B) excuse
C) impair
D) destroy
E) corroborate

3. Most of the new jobs offered will obviously
be taken by the short-term unemployed, the
group that is actively - - - - jobs.

A) emboldening
B) distorting
C) seeking
D) confessing
E) proposing

4. There are many priorities, but reducing the
budget deficit is of - - - - importance.

A) jealous
B) evasive
C) paramount
D) fake
E) fierce

5. The researchers are totally surprised
because the findings of the recent study
- - - - those of a similar survey carried out
two years ago.

A) beseech
B) contradict
C) undertake
D) lead
E) persist

6. The fourth planet from the Sun is easily
- - - - from the Earth and was among the
first bodies in the solar system to be viewed
through a telescope.

A) fake
B) visible
C) messy
D) crude
E) amicable

7. Regional - - - -, customs and culture may
alsobe an important part of the child’s
identity.

A) vendors
B) reactions
C) offences
D) hills
E) accents

8. Turkey is susceptible to seismic
catastrophes due to its location on a
geological - - - - and the poor construction
of buildings.

A) affiliate
B) aircraft
C) fault
D) grave
E) origin

9. People should buy their books and CDs from
a trusted, - - - - paying company instead of a
vendor on the street.

A) tax
B) tenure
C) schedule
D) mutiny
E) guarantee

10.  Slang is used by a specific group such as
 teenagers, soldiers, or prisoners and thus, is
not considered the same as - - - - speech,
which may be used occasionally by any
 speaker.

A) capable
B) dull
C) forceful
D) slender
E) colloquial

PART IV
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11.  Couples who have decided to get a divorce
 should try to minimize any conflicts between
them and make a(n) - - - - agreement on
issues relating to their children.

A) disreputable
B) eclectic
C) amicable
D) crude
E) thrilling

12.  A defensive tactic in a game is a plan made
 before or during the game to stop your - - - - 
 from scoring points.

A) opponents
B) bars
C) descriptions
D) faults
E) vendors

13. The film is about a(n) - - - - man who returns
home in desperate need of financial help
from his sister but finds out that she is dead.

A) adherent
B) urgent
C) illegible
D) remote
E) estranged

14. If you want to - - - - your vocabulary over a
short period of time, try to read books and
periodicals slightly above your level of
comprehension and buy a good dictionary if
you do not have one.

A) inhibit
B) seek
C) propose
D) expand
E) restrain

15. If her marriage had been - - - -, at least, she
could have got alimony and social benefits
after the divorce; unfortunately, she has
nothing.

A) recited
B) registered
C) expanded
D) beseeched
E) proposed

16. Over the past two decades, the country’s
child death rate has fallen - - - - thanks to
better pre-natal health care, access to
medical care and education.

A) sharply
B) ineptly
C) hardly
D) universally
E) generously

17. The foreign students in our dormitory often
feel - - - - at Christmas, when all the others
go home to spend the holiday with their
families.

A) evasive
B) insane
C) dull
D) lonesome
E) intuitive

18. The male antelope is highly territorial using
scent markings and other devices to protect
his - - - -.

A) bulk
B) approach
C) commonplace
D) nutrition
E) domain

19. David Beckham retired from professional
football in 2013, but his fame as a global
- - - - still continues.

A) army
B) celebrity
C) touchstone
D) root
E) extremist

20. New research suggests that crash dieting
can - - - - your memory and slow down
reaction times.

A) recite
B) outlive
C) impair
D) carve
E) confess
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21. The figures relating to the massacres in
Rwanda are almost beyond - - - -; nearly a
million people were killed over a period of
three months.

A) attachment
B) environment
C) mobility
D) comprehension
E) schedule

22.  The quality of our responses to customer
 concerns and complaints is closely
 monitored as our organization aims at
 complete customer - - - -.

A) satisfaction
B) taxation
C) offence
D) qualification
E) humour

23.  Archduke Franz Ferdinand was - - - - by a
 young Bosnian Serb in June 1914, and his
 death led to a chain of events that eventually
 triggered World War I.

A) manipulated
B) exposed
C) assassinated
D) distorted
E) conciliated

24.  After they closed the site, it faced decay and
 dereliction and was in real danger of turning
into no more than a - - - - of stones.

A) deficiency
B) flaw
C) labour
D) pile
E) lineage

25.  She decided to become a filmmaker after
 becoming - - - - of her new flatmate, who
was a filmmaker studying at the London
College of Communication.

A) eclectic
B) jealous
C) primitive
D) prolific
E) valuable

26.  The candidates for London council elections
 must - - - - that the public spending cuts do
 not affect services for elderly people.

A) ensure
B) engage
C) suspend
D) manipulate
E) erase

27.  The solid part of a comet is called the
nucleus and is - - - - made of frozen water,
dust and sometimes other frozen
substances such as ammonia.

A) universally
B) boldly
C) mainly
D) aloofly
E) humorously

28.  The discussions about the use of animals in
 research are irrational, which is partly due to
 the - - - - between our rational
understanding as individuals and as a
society of what needs to be done.

A) mutiny
B) discrepancy
C) insulation
D) inability
E) residence

29.  More than 300 Philippine soldiers were
 convicted in connection with the - - - - of
June 23, 2003, which aimed to overthrow the
 president and seize power.

A) anniversary
B) development
C) nomination
D) mutiny
E) qualification

30.  It is feared that people living near the power
 station may have been - - - - to radiation.

A) proposed
B) published
C) exposed
D) erased
E) curved
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31.  We don’t print anonymous comments or
 press releases; comments which are
 short and - - - - to subjects are given
 preference in our programme.

A) plentiful
B) futile
C) aware
D) relevant
E) colloquial

32.  The criminal teenager was given a glass of
 water by the detectives and asked to - - - - 
to the crimes he was accused of.

A) depend
B) involve
C) confess
D) register
E) impose

33.  The country’s - - - - reject changes which
they fear will weaken the powers of the new
post of prime minister.

A) legislators
B) debts
C) deficiencies
D) graves
E) swords

34.  These full-time or part-time courses can
help you to obtain a place on a degree or
lead in to other higher education courses if
you lack the prerequisite - - - -.

A) veterans
B) reactions
C) fortress
D) clients
E) qualifications

35.  Oscar winners Jamie Foxx and Hilary Swank
 joined a magazine’s list of the 100 most
- - - - people of the year.

A) evasive
B) influential
C) illegible
D) primitive
E) inconceivable

36.  Cramps are - - - - caused by fatigue or strain
 usually when performing vigorous or
 strenuous physical activities.

A) universally
B) generously
C) hardly
D) typically
E) boldly

37.  Ms Oppenheim, who worked on gender
 discrimination legislation, wants to - - - - 
 women’s current status.

A) accumulate
B) engage
C) translate
D) involve
E) elevate

38.  - - - - is part of the process of selecting a
 candidate for either election to an office or
 the bestowing of an honour or award.

A) Mobility
B) Nomination
C) Mutiny
D) Rhyme
E) Circumstance

39.  - - - - oil varies in its composition, consisting
 of a complex mixture of hydrocarbons, and
 other organic compounds containing
 nitrogen, oxygen and sulphur.

A) Fierce
B) Fake
C) Eclectic
D) Crude
E) Intuitive

40. The increase in inflation is due to higher
 demand for food and - - - - household items.

A) moody
B) thrilling
C) futile
D) miscellaneous
E) forceful
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41.  A recent survey suggests that 77% of
 parents were unaware of any long-term
 health risks from iron - - - - in their children.

A) tax
B) labour
C) deficiency
D) client
E) celebrity

42.  Haiti’s recovery from the January 12
 earthquake is not - - - - a matter of money; it
involves legitimate governance that provides
equal treatment and better services to the
citizens.

A) humorously
B) hardly
C) heavily
D) simply
E) generously

43.  There was a tiny - - - - in the necklace and it
 certainly wasn’t worth all the money we had
 paid for it.

A) rush
B) definition
C) dam
D) debt
E) flaw

44.  The refugees have said they never wanted to
 be in a position to run away from their
 county, but they were under great pressure
 and - - - -.

A) patience
B) repression
C) nomination
D) competence
E) domain

45.  For - - - - in cold waters, whales have 10cm
 thick blubber and half of their weight is fat.

A) aircraft
B) comprehension
C) inability
D) schedule
E) insulation

46.  At the outdoor market, which is set on the
 weekends, you can find hand - - - - works,
flowers and typical local food.

A) debt
B) hill
C) craft
D) fault
E) apathy

47.  The hippopotamus is semi-aquatic,
 inhabiting rivers and lakes where territorial
 bulls - - - - over groups of 5 to 30 females
 and young.

A) persist
B) approach
C) match
D) preside
E) guarantee

48.  The UK Foreign Secretary says that an
 agreement between the U.S. and Russia for
 cuts in nuclear weapons must - - - - to
further reductions.

A) lead
B) impair
C) abandon
D) connect
E) warn

49.  Plants have limited - - - - and consequently,
rely upon a variety of agents to disperse or
 scatter their seeds and spores for
 reproduction.

A) steel
B) mobility
C) schedule
D) patience
E) humour

50.  A(n) - - - - manufacturing system produces
 consistently high quality products with the
 minimum of wasted time, money or effort.

A) insane
B) aloof
C) amicable
D) plentiful
E) productive
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noun taste, effort, weakness, competition, trip, sample

adjective subtle, close, free
adverb rarely

verb avoid, influence, pride, exert, persuade, classify, offer, capture, devise, 
enable

phrasal verb run over, call for, call off, come across, get over

No one can avoid being influenced by advertisements. Much as we may pride ourselves 
on our good taste, we are no longer free to choose the things we want, for advertising exerts 
a subtle influence on us. In their efforts to persuade us to buy this or that product, advertisers 
have made a close study of human nature. They have classified all our weaknesses. It 
has been discovered that all of us love to get something for nothing. An advertisement which 
begins with the magic word “free” can rarely go wrong. These days, advertisers not only 
offer free samples, but free cars, free houses, and free trips around the world as well. They 
devise hundreds of competitions which will enable us to win huge sums of money. Radio and 
television have made it possible for advertisers to capture the attention of millions of people in 
this way.

Read the passage carefully and circle the choice which is the closest in meaning to 
the word given.I

“exerts” in line 2 means

A.  uses
B. sends
C. takes

“devise” in line 8 means

A. win  
B. lose
C. organize

1 3

“close” in line 4 means

A. unimportant 
B. careful
C. necessary

“enable” in line 8 means

A. make possible  
B. order
C. bring

2 4

“capture” in line 9 means

A. pay  
B. take
C. attract 

5

Target Vocabulary

UNIT 1 - ADVERTISEMENT
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What do these words refer to? II

True or False?III

Read the passage carefully and circle the correct answer accordingly.IV

1. their (line 3) - ____________________

2. They (line 4) - ____________________

3.  which (line 8) - ____________________

1. Advertisers study human nature and find out our weak points to influence us. ______

2. People are always free to choose what they will consume. ______ 

3. People are said to be inclined to buy anything free even though they don’t need it. ______ 

4. Advertisers use television and radio a lot to reach people. ______

1 It is clear from the passage that advertisements - - - -.

 A. help us to discover our taste
 
 B. which offer free samples are more successful than all the others

 C. on TV are more influential than the ones on the radio

 D. play an important role on our choices about which product to buy

 E. rarely inform us about the value of a product

2 It can be understood from the passage that - - - -.

 A. most of the advertisements today are based on a thorough study of human nature

 B. advertising companies which don’t organize competitions are bound to be unsuccessful

 C. advertisers usually go on a world trip since they make a lot of money

 D. the more a product is advertised, the fewer people will want to buy it

 E. TV and radio are the only means of advertising
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Complete the sentences according to the passage.V

Match the following words with the definitions.VI

1. By offering free samples and organizing competitions for huge amounts of money, 

 advertisers managed to ____________________________________.  

2. Our freedom to choose according to our own taste ended with ______________.  

3. It is important for the advertisers to _______________________________________.

3 It is pointed out in the passage that - - - -.

 A. only weak people are influenced by advertisements

 B. all advertisers offer free samples of products

 C. everybody likes to have something without having to pay money for it

 D. it is advisable to watch the advertisements carefully before buying something

 E. most advertisers lie about their products

1 ___ avoid a. something that does not cost you any money

2 ___ subtle b.  to ask someone if they would like to have something

3 ___ persuade c.  to stay away from someone or something, or not use 
    something 

4 ___ sample d.  a feeling that you are proud of a good quality that you have 

5 ___ classify e.  a visit to a place that involves a journey, for pleasure or a 
    particular purpose

6 ___ trip f.  an attempt to do something, especially when this involves a 
    lot of hard work or determination

7 ___ effort g.  to make someone believe something or feel sure about 
    something

8 ___ offer h.  a small amount of a product that people can try in order to 
    find out what it is like 

9 ___ pride i.  to decide what group something belongs to 

10 ___ free j.  not easy to notice or understand unless you pay careful  
    attention
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Fill in the blanks with an appropriate word from the list below making changes if 
necessary.VII

Circle the choice which has the same meaning as the sentence given.VIII

weakness        rarely        competition        taste        influence

1. I try not to cry in public since I consider it as a sign of ________________.

2. I had many professors at university but one especially ______________ me to 

 pursue my career in writing.

3. Although we have different _________________, we can still go out together to have fun.

4. Nowadays ________________ in society is seen as an important factor to

 achieve success.

5. Men do not like talking about their work much and when they ______________ do, it is 

 usually something very important.

1 An advertisement which begins with the magic word “free” can rarely go wrong. 

 a) An advertisement including the word “free” mostly reaches its aim. 

 b)  All advertisements are successful unless they begin with the word “free”.  

 c)  “Free” is the magic word that helps an advertiser to explain what he wishes to say in 
  the right way.

2 These days advertisers not only offer free samples, but free cars, free houses and 
 free trips all around the world as well.

 a)  Advertisers used to offer free samples, but they do not any longer.  

 b)  Instead of free samples nowadays advertisers offer free cars, houses and trips 
 
 c)  Apart from free samples, advertisers offer free cars, free houses and free trips all 
  around the world.
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Fill in the blanks with one of the phrasal verbs from the list above making changes if 
necessary.IX

Phrasal Verbs

run over knock down and go over, when in charge of a vehicle

call off cancel
come across meet unexpectedly, run into

call for  if a group of people calls for something, they ask publicly for something to 
be done

get over to feel better after an illness, unpleasant situation etc.

1. It took him some hours to _____________ the shock after he heard about the plane crash.

2. Yesterday, all flights to Europe were _________________ because of the heavy fog.

3. While I was cleaning the basement, I _______________ some old photographs of mine.

4. Thousands of people in the country are ________________ the release of political 
prisoners.

5. When a cat suddenly jumped into the street, I had to push the brakes hard so as not to 
 __________________ it.
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MINI TEST

1 People sometimes - - - - pressure on the government with the help of media if they believe 
 something is going wrong. 

 A) exert      
 B)  persuade 
 C) influence   
 D)  devise 
 E)  enable  

2 It is unethical to - - - - people according to their level of wealth. 

 A) exert     
 B) enable 
 C) pride    
 D) classify
 E) persuade  

3 The symptoms of cancer are so - - - - that they often emerge in the later stages of the 
 illness.

 A) close    
 B) subtle  
 C) definite   
 D) efficient 
 E) free

4 Achieving what you want in life requires both time and - - - -. 

 A) weakness   
 B) sample 
 C) effort    
 D) taste 
 E) weakness  

5 In fact, there is nothing - - - - in life; everything has a price. 

 A) close    
 B) subtle 
 C) achievable   
 D) inevitable  
 E) free
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6 Do not waste time trying to - - - - people; they will believe you eventually if you can 
 accomplish what you have in mind. 

 A) persuade   
 B) classify 
 C) devise    
 D) offer
 E) enable  

7 It is still debated whether the - - - - of people are inherent or driven by marketeers.

 A) tastes    
 B) samples 
 C)  trips    
 D) competitions 
 E) weaknesses  

8 I don’t know how she has been doing lately because I can - - - - see her.

 A) actually   
 B) eventually 
 C) definitely    
 D) rarely
 E) unfortunately 

9 You should not follow an exercise programme that is not - - - - by a health expert. 

 A) captured   
 B) influenced
 C) devised   
 D) avoided 
 E) persuaded 

10 The seminar organization might be - - - - as half of the people invited informed that they 
 wouldn’t participate.

 A) called for   
 B) run over
 C) called off    
 D) got over 
 E) come across












































































































































































































